Abstract. Anglo-American and French, as well as German, Spanish and Hungarian variations to "Law and Literature" are surveyed for that as to the nature of the discipline some conclusions can be formulated. Accordingly, "Law and Literature" recalls that which is infinite in fallibility and which is not transparent in its simplicity, that is, the situation confronted that we may not avoid deciding about despite the fact that we may not get to a final understanding. What is said thereby is that "Law and Literature" is just a life-substitute. Like an artificial ersatz, it helps one to see out from what he/she cannot surpass. What it is all about is perhaps not simply bridging the gap between the law's proposition and the case of law, with unavoidable tensions confronting the general and the individual, as well as the abstract and the concrete. Instead, it is more about live meditation, professional methodicalness stepped back in order to gain further perspectives and renewed reflection from a distance, so that the underlying reason for the legal (and especially judicial) profession can be recurrently rethought. In a fictional form, literature is the symbol and synonym of reflected life, a field where genuine human fates can be represented. Thereby, at the same time it is a substitute for theology, rooted in earthly existence as a supply to foster feeling kinds of, or substitutes to, transcendence.
The Enigma of Law and its Study
"Law and Literature"? It helps human quality to enrich us. It helps channel back again into the law's domain that which is endless and incomprehensible throughout, and which escapes from all final explanation. It reconstructs the milieu in which we can float at most but which we will never have acquired. It helps us recognise in our existence the image of God we can hardly perceive with eyes dedicated to earthy matters. It helps us cogitate about the mystery of our existence in the Universe, the existential unthinkability of our presence thrown into being. It helps the human quality restored in us, whereto we still always escape back when our artificial being in this very world makes us dry, shrivelled, empty or weightless.
As is commonly known, our science is great albeit hyperbolic. We provided ourselves with scientific methodology to proceed step by step with the help of the logic of a world we made from ideas and conceptualised, and we erect intellectual buildings by executing relentless demands drawn from it. By the same token, in the meantime, however, we inevitably also deconstruct our world. And, thereby, we transformed that which has been so deep as to be impossible to break through and untransparently phenomenal, into simplicity reduced until it could be seen from one single aspect that we have sliced out of it. Moreover, we also prescribed what to see in it, and we also slowly began to see it−and nothing except it−indeed.
Hoping for a securer state, we built a fortress we believed to be firm as a rock around ourselves from mere consequences. We bedded ourselves methodically into mortar as far as we could; and on the fundament of our estate under our soles we scan the firmament to foresee whether or not we may once put even stars under the settling yoke of our intellect. When walking proudly and bravely, we think to navigate our existence on the field we have created without recognising that we have augmented it by a ballast in the meantime. For if sky and earth quake, we have to realise that we find ourselves in the old uncertainty. As lotus or corals live in water and others do live on them, we cuddle up together. And although flood floats and waves play with us with tide raising and sinking, in our misappointed sense−feeling ourselves at home in such a floating−we constitute, hand in hand, a standing mainland for ourselves.
Thus, our scholarship is great even if hyperbolic. It forecalculates how and in what way we should go on, and we may know whether we have gone on actually, because we may come on steadily indeed. For in that it has a message at all, it tells the truth. For we may actually delve into it deeper with the help of methodicality−with regard to all matters we may be at all immersed in. Our civilisation is pushed by our scholarship increasingly further; thus, we dig even deeper and deeper until, slowly, our sight will be lost. Sometimes we already forget where we have begun to dig at all. By now we mostly see−exclusively, even if ever from nearer−that which we may sense on the edge of our spade. And the more our eye becomes accustomed to it, the less sight remains to see anything else. Whilst we approach, we also drift apart inevitably.
Indeed, science is to be found wherein there is sacrifice, too. This is where it is important−unavoidably−to develop partialities in ourselves. This is where we make order by fabricating concepts for ourselves, and also by establishing necessary links as laws amongst them. And independent of how much uncertain it is−both from where it starts and where it concludes−we call such links established as knowledge by right, because we get more by it than otherwise. In this manner, we have already built an artificial world around ourselves.
Under such conditions, it is worthwhile to know what we are actually doing, so that after having made a sacrifice for it, we may also rebuild the fullness of our human beings. For we may get used to our new world to a great extent. And we should realise after all that our science has never been and will never be anything complete or completed. Certainly, the outcome is not reality itself but alter ego humanly constructed and construed, which we have made primitive by virtualising as slices of what God created or what happened to us, i.e. as proofs and stems remaining in our sense. All this is as if we magically identified ourselves with something else, and for this, we build for our own use, from twigs and leaves, entities−animals or humans−living as a cosmos in themselves. Well, the actuality produced by our scholarship as a world of concepts is by no means more viable in itself than the noble action of our magical act. And still: if it is feasible to do that and that can be learnt and practiced, then we may precipitate effects through such substitutes, too.
In sum, there is science. It also has to be as it proved to be useful for humanity, in the humans' earthly struggle.
"Law and Literature"
Law is scholarship on human ordering. It addresses the issue as to whom anything may be attributed and ascribed, and in what, and how, proper balance should be manifested, a balance that we would like to measure, with scales set up in our earthly existence. In the final account, our law is the constant refinement of the autocracy of human will through various deflectors.
Whilst we spade even deeper in our scholarship on human ordering, we become in fact already increasingly involved in ourselves by our deflectors, driven by and getting entangled with other deflectors. After a while, sometimes we cannot any longer know for sure what is actually driven by what. And if, instead of an appeal to, or interest in, our choice, namely, of our human fallibility, we try to read the scale from the miracle of Creation, then the innocence of admiration, of the mysticism of reunion with the divine essence, of the maiden and still devoted astonishment will also sooner or later be replaced by a scale reading as transformed into its own and distinct profession, which, through its artificial ways, will achieve its methodicality born from that professionalisation so that, eventually, it cannot see in its selfmirror anything else than its own self, virtualised by its own means.
Law, then literature? Literature, then law? Even the expression makes them transcendent as there is neither law, nor literature inside. The profession of jurisprudence, always sinking into its own devices while becoming emotionless as to the grandiose donation capable of being astonished at the real world, looks in and through them−as the primitively taintless expression of anything human (compared to legal artificiality)−for the heady clarity of fullness and for the regenerating force of its conception, which withstands explanations to the very being.
returning back to the original indication: "Law and literature"? Well, "law" here is what it is not any longer and, in turn, "literature"−that is all. Like The Jolly Joker (as an extra trump card), "literature" in such a connection is all that is still capable in our world of giving an account of the fullness of being lost repeatedly, so as to realise newly its inexhaustibility, and to persuade us as to the original fallibility of whatever explanation and final setting, with the limited devices at our disposal. Therefore, it can stand for anything else and it will depend on custom, fashion or just any occasional mainstream idea, whether we hold onto whatever word, human expression or catharsis that is recurrently sensed by humans in its naming. Since it could as well be fable or myth, a primitive popular event shooting out from atavistically ancient directness, just as well as the playing of a string quartet, thunderstorm or volcano breakout, or again, the playing of moths or animal rut. We call it 'literature' as we do also mostly rely on text, with an understanding of texts and contexts in it. We refer to it as if understanding a text differed from understanding a world. That is, we act as if law were simple text-reproducing concretisation, instead of the (unmatched but always accessible) wisdom of the realisation that we weigh much and many times whilst we equalise balance only rarely−at a time when we can hardly do anything else. For, we hardly abide by anything else in law than tradition, within the frameworks of which we wish exactly−and just through the law and its responsively responsible practice−to relax.
Hamlet? Michael Kohlhaas? Raskolnikov? Heroes of Franz Kafka, robert Musil, William Shakespeare, Heinrich von Kleist and Fyodor Dostoyevsky coming out from and then returning to fog? Instead of the self-reassuring conformism of the peacockery of hypocrisy, Friedrich Nietzsche shouted to the world the majestic royal nudity of Humanism still based on the Enlightenment. In lack of any resignation resulting from unprocessed conscience, Sören Kierkegaard concluded, in turn, a self-loss of being thrown into existence. Now, where are we ourselves? And what may we do mainly? For want of anything better, meditate while in front of our wise books, reading The Trial of the Genius by Barna Horváth 1 in order to care, protect and defend ourselves, and even more so at a time when we have already begun to choke from our own playing of false self-reassurance, still rounded off to mere geometry or rhetoric in our retained honesty. It seems to be purposeless to have constructed, like the Chess Turk by Wolfgang von Kempelen, 2 a lawyer moved by pistonvalves of the rationale of some selected schemes.
3 This is so because all that notwithstanding, a human is hidden in the machinery, behind the bewigged-cloaked external appearances.
That is, what is hidden is not rationality disciplined in The Turk's torso but benevolence, mixed with fallibility, because there is a spell of drama in the air when the lawyer starts calculating or concluding a deal with an apparently cool head. The tempting remembrance of the Greek theatre 4 is not by chance, therefore. For all those fighting are humans, although mere fate will decide after all. We rectify, and intervene to struggle with self-created rules, which could perhaps be cruder without us; we even try to hold down the hand of the fate, although no human effort is ever to succeed in full. We may have fought ourselves to get into the arena without, however, pushing out fate's hand. In turn, we are already so many and flail with so wide a range of weapons that sometimes we already trample each other; moreover, here and now we ourselves stumble upon our deflecting devices more and more.
What remains still? Nothing else but struggle and confidence. Can fight and trust be added to them? They are a strange combination at first glance, since the former was already practiced before the law, and the latter serves as a balm despite the law, too. And then, what might be the lesson to be drawn from all this? Maybe the first is the fact that no device can dispense of a manufacturer. Later on, it does not work instead of or without a user. Therefore, we have to resist the command of the self-laudating idol in front of us that, instead of the Good Lord, would make us adore this humanly created civilisation up to the point when, grovelling in front of it, we would also give up our civility and responsibility.
"Law and Literature" recalls that which is infinite in fallibility and which is not transparent in its simplicity, that is, the situation confronted that we may not avoid deciding about despite the fact that we may not get to a final understanding. This is so because we may tear much from the wires, albeit we cannot solve their totality. What is said here and now−for want of anything better−as "Law and Literature" is, therefore, only a life-substitute. Like an artificial ersatz, it helps us to see out from our everyday complexities, exemplifying why our personal existence is difficult to grasp, a condition that we cannot surpass, even if we may improve it to make it more noble with love offered to everyone. All this is like a monastic psalm: they do and we do what we all have to do, as this is the only thing that may convey meaning on our daily efforts, on human labour, without being able to replace it. This is one of the chances which we may securely draw on.
Varieties of "Law and Literature"
"Law and Literature"? We may brood over the helplessly expansive imperialism of the caducity of great nations, the undemanding servility of the self-emptying confidence of past conquerors, when their gloire has already dissipated.
Law and Literature differs from its antecedents. In the thoroughly based AngloAmerican classical studies of more than a century ago, the literary analogon (either in personal paths of life or in problematic) still served as the medium of professional leisurely adventure; 5 Then, following the split into different isms, it disintegrated into so-called re-segregation deconstructionisms called either feminist or otherwise (sometimes ethnic), demanding historical revision and justice to be done by a re-division of the chance-giving cards. For instance, in the sanctum of Yale feminist jurisprudence presented itself in interjections, the sentimentalism of injuries, which the champions of intellectual methodicalness, self-styled masters of reason, listened to with cold faces. When they asked for its theory of knowledge and methodology, the answer was a more impetuous cry of pain, since−I realised−all this was just showing the scandal of domination until now (with cathatonic anger flung always in face of the "male chauvinism of white domination"), namely, that today's female revolutionists did not even have vocabulary with which they could express themselves. "From what might we gather"−they said, mostly with contemptuous rejection−"even if the Bible also speaks by you and for you?". Well, after such representatives had experimented, with a foundation based on narrative jurisprudence, how to ontologise law through the style analysis of the language of legal processes, that is, how to reveal from behind its striking neutrality the relations of domination as a basic structure (which they felt intolerable), such legal theories began slowly wandering to the domain of literature (of course, not to the European or American versions, which they hated, but to their black, latino or hispanic variations)−in the United States of America, at the end of the millennium, following the barbarian coming into power of the generation of students who rioted in 1968−since there was neither law nor theoretical demand in their production but sheer emotional selfconditioning and claims (that could otherwise be received with full respect). conditions, not even the literary moment was too empathetic with them in the sense of European refinement, as the whole white male kit−from Homeros to Eugen Ionescu−could have been thrown away with pleasure in exchange for a good Puerto rican woman slave story or for any pretext of female humiliation.
Law and Peace. Law and Modernisation. And Development, and Language, and Economy, and Literature−and all along the prayer-mill, in order to speak, having somewhat transcended Marxism, à propos of law in terms of political action and of the claim of a new class heralding new conquests, instead of law in a genuine sense or the morality and human values underlying it. Or, literature is just a pretence here 14 −with anonymous stories, instead of the civilisational meditations and debates of thousand years, as portrayed by Sophocles, Jean racine, William Shakespeare, Johann Wolfgang goethe, or just Albert Camus and Friedrich Dürrenmatt−because those rebels' demands, as sensed momentarily, can now be declared.
The French version of Law and Literature 15 is, as referred to earlier, dynamically forming but its footing is lost and the road missed, as for the time being it is hardly more than some panting feeding generated by the feeling of being overdue. 16 Of course, I believe that it may finish by borrowing the American naming patterns without following the latter's fashionable zigzags, and will strengthen as an auxiliary branch of studying law, and standing for interdisciplinarity itself, 17 as mixed with specific literary and artistic analysis. 27 It must be founded on monographisation, while its proper message can only be deciphered through essayism. For it may sound on "the »voice« of humaneness, which is recurrently muted by the impersonal procedures of law and the abstractions of decision-makers."
The German Study of Artistic Representations
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What it is all about is perhaps not simply bridging the gap between the law's proposition and the case of law−with unavoidable tensions confronting the general and the individual, the abstract and the concrete (as interwar legal philosophies claimed steadily 29 )−and perhaps it is not even about some refining correction or supplementation (which motivated the French movement
30
). Instead, it is more about live meditation, professional methodicalness stepped back in order to gain further perspectives 31 and renewed reflection from a distance, so that the underlying reason for our profession can be recurrently rethought.
Some Literary Reconsiderations
Due to the artistic expression and internal inexhaustibility of literary presentation, in the parallel examination of law and literature even apparent truisms can feature as genuine enigmas, fertilising theoretical research.
As to the necessary connection between the transcendence of final issues and the worldly undertaking of law, one may draw from The Tragedy of Man by Imre Madách 32 (dramatist, surpassing his teacher 33 even as a professional thinker) the wisdom that may unite faith, hope and love. For "in the act of man steadily committing mistakes, who often fights in vain and without success, the verification of the existence of god is not included. To the contrary, it is man having languished in unsuccessful struggle and discouraged by the uncertain end, who needs strong trust in God in order to be able to restore the negative balance of his struggles having a penchant for denying life itself, towards life and further struggle." Such optimism is only feasible if it is oriented toward personal felicity through one of his or her community, which is precisely embodied by the Hungarian traditional public law focus on community, as testified to by the doctrine of the Holy Crown, in contrast to the Germanic model of private law dedication, rooted in their feudal experience.
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For me, the Kleistean story of Michael Kohlhaas used to provide a basic cultural anthropological exemplification of the ancient wisdom, which, enshrined by the Jewish, Islamic and autochthonous cultures, subordinates conflict-resolution to community peace (the classic 'shalom'), to prevent, from the beginning, the unravelling of any one-sidedness without scale and proportion, especially of the relentless fights for justice. 35 Albeit for others (and also in a self-justifying manner) this is just the allegory of paradoxes, since "the verdict will repeat then the offence convicted by itself", as "Kohlhaas would have never achieved his justice […] , if he had not taken it himself", as a result of which, however, "the total compensation […] will deprive him of his life".
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Or, through the dramatic presentation of one of the earliest known allegories of rival interests and roles, as played by Sophocles' Antigone, we may tentatively consider laying aside all our resultant sympathy for a moment, since we may be convinced that it is the espousal of Antigone's rejection of any compromise that will force Kreon to act. For the community's very survival would be endangered by an equal acknowledgment of the mixed qualities of an emotionally fighting party, led by tradition, on the one hand, and of the conspirator, on the other, in the brother departed. That is to say exactly that the simpleminded inflexibility of Antigone may exclude for Kreon the possibility of any wise, humanely refined offer, with a compromise achieving a counter position without a final sharpening, while looking for any choice for cooperation. Or, pushing up to the final sense Dostoyevsky's permanently rooted humane thoughts, we may dawn on the idea that offences are neither to be matched with one another, nor are they to be matched with their penalties, since−as we may learn from common wisdom as opposed to the forcedly impersonal typification of the law−"[e]very story is individual, while the final sentence is however the same". 
Conclusion
In the end, we may realise that for such an interest, it is not literature that is from the outset endowed with some predestined role. As the embodiment of a type of thinking, literature is the symbol and synonym of reflected life, a field where "the mystery manifesting itself through different fates" 39 can be represented. Otherwise expressed, literature is hardly anything other here than a substitute for theology, rooted in earthly existence as a supply to foster feeling transcendence. Law, too, came into being to serve this, although we cannot explain what it is originally and what law could serve it the best, and how. Nevertheless, the closest to the issue may be the Confessiones by Augustinus (preceding the time when theology as a distinct scholarship was born), since it targeted our faith in God as humanity's basic need, expressed by love streaming from humanity.
